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A quick 
introduction…



In digital, your 
headline is your 

“first impression”  



First impressions are critically important

A bad headline decreases readership and it can 
negatively impact a reader’s perception of your story.

A good headline increases readership and 
audience engagement



Why Headlines Matter

Misleading Headlines Can Lead You Astray

How What You Read Affects What You See

Bad Headlines Make Bad Memories

11 Reasons Headlines Are Important

You’ll Never Believe How Important an Accurate Headline Is

How Headlines Change the Way We Think

Seven headlines.  One story.  
What’s your gut reaction to each of these headlines?



Why users click (or 
don’t) on news 

headlines



Why does Family Forward click on 
headlines?

1. It means something to me personally 
(it impacts me or my family)

2. It happened in close proximity to me 
or someone I care about

3. I feel kinship with the people in the 
story

4. It triggered an emotional response in 
me – could be good or bad



Why does Know the Score click on 
headlines?

1. I want to join the conversation
2. It’s a passion topic I follow 
3. You’ve made me curious. 
4. There are new developments in a 

story I’m following.
5. The story has a unique or unexpected 

angle. 
6. Wait, what?!? I’ve got to see this.
7. I want to compare my opinion to 

yours.



10 reasons people don’t click on headlines

1. I already heard about this
2. You’re just stating the obvious
3. Everyone’s writing about this.  It’s repetitive.
4. I’ve never heard of this (and it sounds boring.)
5. You’re just speculating.
6. Too many details, too little context.  
7. You gave everything away in the headline. 
8. What does this have to do with me? I can’t connect the 

dots.
9. I don’t like or follow this topic
10. This looks like a long story.  I don’t have time to read it.



ROUND 1

A: Plymouth Orchards not opening this fall

B: Popular Orchard, cider mill will not open this fall

Choose the Winner
Which headline won the A-B test?



ROUND 2 

A: Organizer of MAGA Cruise perplexed by blowback

B: With Cream Cruise canceled, MAGA cruise pushes ahead

C: MAGA Cruise founder: ‘Socialists’ the real problem

Choose the Winner
Which headline won the A-B test?



ROUND 3

A: FDA denies Henry Forth Health on hydroxychloroquine use

B: Henry Ford Health’s hydroxychloroquine request denied

C: Henry Ford Health won’t get to use hydroxychloroquine

Choose the Winner
Which headline won the A-B test?



ROUND 4 

A: Woodward, 8 Mile popular for panhandlers. But officials 

have new plans.

B: Detroit, Ferndale to ‘clean up’ popular spot for pan handlers

C: Big changes coming to popular spot for panhandlers

Choose the Winner
Which headline won the A-B test?



ROUND 5 

A:  I’m angry at everything during this pandemic

B: What’s happening in US schools is not acceptable

C: Stop treating COVID-19 like a short-term crisis

D: I’m angry at everything during this pandemic – especially 

school

Choose the Winner
Which headline won the A-B test?



How to Write 
Compelling Headlines



SEO BEST PRACTICE: 
Headline and page title can 

(and should) differ



2. Headline

• Appears in Google 
News Results and 
Social Media 

• Emotional, 
conversational

• Include keyword/s

1. Page title
• Appears in Google 

Search Results

• Literal

• Keyword/s at the 
beginning

• Be the answer to a 
searcher’s question 



What makes a headline a superstar?
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It tells the reader 
there’s more

It helps someone 
accomplish a task

It answers a 
frequently asked 

question

It fuels a 
conversation or 

debate

It includes a 
noteworthy 

number

It emphasizes the 
impact on the 

reader 

It starts with a 
person

It taps into an 
emotion

It does one or more of the following: 



76k views, 41% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Indianapolis 
protests: What we know 
about night that turned 
violent

1.8M views, 35% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Coronavirus 
‘does not spread easily ‘ 
on surfaces or objects, 
CDC says

211k views, 79% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Travel restrictions: 
Here’s where visitors must 
quarantine

Tell the reader 
there’s more

If the answer to their question is in the headline, readers may need 
some encouragement to click into the story. Your headline should 
let the reader know that deeper analysis, relevant facts, impactful 
implications, helpful advice or interesting details are available. 
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37k views, 51% SEO

PAGE TITLE: What does the curfew order mean in Reno, 
Sparks and Washoe County?

72k views, 51% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Coronavirus Arizona: Is second wave if 
COVID-19 coming? 



Help the 
reader 
accomplish 
a task
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188k views, 65% SEO

PAGE TITLE: George Floyd death: 
Here’s how you can donate, petition, 
demand action

25k views, 72% SEO

PAGE TITLE: New York hiring 
thousands of contact tracers to slow 
COVID-19 spread



Answer a question
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Readers engage with content they find useful. Answering questions helps build brand loyalty.

456k views, 81% SEO

Page Title: What is Blackout 
Tuesday? Explaining the 
movement

99k views, 77% SEO

Page Title: NJ Phase 2 
reopening: When will it begin?

Page Title: JCPenney store 
closings list revealed: See 
stores facing liquidation

688k views, 32% SEO



Fuel a 
conversation 
or debate
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19k views, 18% SEO

Page Title: NY Phase 2 reopening: 
Andrew Cuomo, local leaders at odds

109k views, 29% SEO

Page Title: MLB 2020: Players 
prepared to play on one 
condition as talks heat up



Include an important or 
noteworthy number
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2.8M views, 44% SEO

Page Title: Coronavirus stimulus 
bill: House’s $3 trillion bill 
opposed by GOP

34k views, 71% SEO

Page Title: Supreme Court to 
decide fate of ‘Dreamers.’ Here’s 
what could happen

40k views, 63% SEO

Page Title: 60 suspects – 29 from 
Athens – snared in drug sting*
*Legacy GH sites do not have Page Title field



Emphasize the impact
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168k views, 81% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Grocery prices rising as 
coronavirus raises demand, shuts 
meat plants

199k views, 56% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Automakers tempt 
new-car buyers with 0% loans, 120-
day payments

182k views, 53% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Nevada casinos will 
look different when they reopen 
after coronavirus



Start with a person
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40k views, 33% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Milwaukee nurse put 
out fire at Walgreens after looting 
broke out

68k views, 34% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Genesee County 
Sheriff Christopher Swanson 
marches with protesters

People are interested in celebrities, politicians, philanthropists, business icons, local personalities and 
“people like me”. Highlighting a person in your headline helps readers relate to the topic. 

31k views, 60% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Eagle-eyed birder 
makes wonderous discovery*
*Legacy GH sites do not have Page Title field
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809k views, 39% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Jeff Bezos as world’s 
first trillionaire sparks heated 
debate

255k views, 30% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Duck Dynasty: Phil 
Robertson discovers daughter from 
1970s affair

211k views, 56% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Gretchen Whitmer 
wears Cartier ‘Buffs’ sunglasses in 
Detroit salute
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100k views, 29% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Breonna Taylor 
shooting: 911 call details 
aftermath of police raid

Tap into emotion
Curiosity, surprise, and empathy are powerful emotions that capture the audience’s attention

52k views, 57% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Papa Bear’s sign takes on 
Gov. Mike DeWine.*
*Legacy GH sites do not have Page Title field 

70k views, 42% SEO

PAGE TITLE: Florida alligators: 
Gators pound front door of Fort 
Myers home



Headline checklist

Your headline should accomplish one or more of the following:

 Tell the reader there’s more
 Help the reader accomplish a task
 Answer a frequently asked question
 Fuel a conversation or debate
 Include an important or noteworthy number
 Emphasize the impact on the reader
 Start with a relatable person 
 Tap into emotion
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Try it

• Listen to the story described by our 
volunteer. 

• Write down 2-3 possible headlines, 
based on the headline checklist. 

• Pitch your headlines to the group via 
chat and we will brainstorm together.



THANK YOU.
CONTACT

Sandy Schlosser
sschlosser@gannett.com


